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NOTES • KaRT BYDRAES 

ALCAEUS, FR.296(a).8 LOBEL-PAGE: 

LION OR TYRANT? 


In what must rank among the shortest articles in a Classical journal, Paul 
Nlaas connected the text of Aristotle, Pol. 1316a29 with that of Alcaeus, 
f1'. 296(a) L-P, to suggest that the tyranny of the Antileon mentioned by 
Aristotle had ended by his being flayed. To substantiate his thesis, he 
added a footnote offering the required emendation of line 8 of the Alcaeus 
fragment to read: ~aAAOV] x' &~toC; 'AV"CtAE[O]V-r[oC; instead of tip' OU]X&~lOC; 
cXv-rl ,\c:[o]v"c[oc; (Lobel-Page). Also in the footnote was a reference to E. 
Zieharth, In8cr". Graec. xii.9. p.147 on tyrants in Euboea. There was no 
further COIIlment or argument. l Despite its stated purpose, the article has 
bC(,1l ci ted chiefly for this reading of the text. 2 The present note invites a 
fr(':-;h look at lvlaas' suggestion and attempts to offer some arguments in its 
fav(mr. 

T1I(' surviving text of the fragment is too damaged to present a sure 
context for interpretation. There are references to someone's idea, to love, 
to the polis, to Zeus as king, to certain dead persons going to the abode of 

to the indispensable help of some person(s), to everything however 
lwillg ruined (?), to fine things, to good changing to or mixing with evil, 
and then, in line 8, to someone deserving to be flayed. There is enough, it 
seems, to place the poem among other surviving verses of Alcaeus which 
dca.l with the political situation of the aristocracy in Mytilene. 3 

'The first; editor, Lobel, took the surviving text 'unquestionably' to rep
resent ctV'tl AEOV-r-. Yet he recognised the difficulty of the line's sense and 
cOllllection with what precedes.4 He considered the idea of someone being 
'flayed for a lion' (his translation) as not very surprising in itself, but as 
introduced very abruptly here. It seems to me that Lobel himself has given 
good reasons for indeed questioning the reading. 5 

Page accepted Lobel's reading and commented: 'the phrase "deserves to 
he flayed instead of a lion" might perhaps mean as if he were a lion, or 
possibly rather than a lion, a lion does not so much deserve it as he does.' 6 

ragp's careful interpretation has the merit of not placing the association 
of desenJing to be flayed on the lion. This would imply a negative attitude 
to the lion. whereas in Greek literature and art it is a creature admired 
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for its majestic stature, strength, courage, ferocity, stalking skill and fear
someness, but nevpr considered '\-'lorthy to be flayed.' 7 The verb cXiWOSpW 
is used of skinning animals like cattle and obviously, lions were also 
skinned, but for proud hunting-trophies, not because they 'deserved' iLK 

In the light of the above I find Campbell's version less satisfactory: 'was 
he not worthy to be flayed like a lion?' He also tentatively an 
idiomatic use. 9 However, no such or similar proverbial expression about a 
lion being skinned is recorded. 1o 

The lion had not quite disappeared in parts of Greece in Alcaeus' day, 11 

but its presence played a dominant role in Greek myth, literature, art and 
folklore. From the Bronze Age on it figures largely as the great hunter 
of other animals and the equally great hunted prey of man. 12 There is 
therefore nothing intrinsically unusual for a poet like Alcaeus to use a 
simile involving a lion. However, the reader must ask not only what is 
textually possible, but also what is poetically possible, likely and effective, 
for that is where the poet's attention was concentrated. Would a simile of 
a flayed lion obtain the required response from Alcaeus' audience? 

To work towards an answer to this question, we need to establish a kind of 
'poetische Semiotik' 13 for the literary use of the lion as simile or metaphor 
in early Greek lyric. The lion occurs several times as simile or metaphor, 
though only after Alcaeus. 14 It is cited for its courage (Bacch. 1.142-43; 
Tyrt. 13 West), for its courage and loud roar (Pind. 18th. 4.45-46), for its 
confidence in its strength (Theog. 949 = 1278cd), for the terror it inspires 
(Semon. 12 Diehl), and as the natural enemy of the fawn (Cydias fr.l). 
There is no example that closely relates to a flayed lion. 15 

We must now examine the case for and against the reading , A v
"ClAE[O]V"C[o<;. Campbell translates: 'Would he not be more worthy to be 
flayed than Antileon ... ?' and glosses Antileon as 'an obscure tyrant 
of Chalcis.' However, he was known well enough to Aristotle. 16 Was he 
known to Alcaeus and his audience? It is impossible to tell. All we have 
is the context and theme of the fragment. Politics dominates the sympotic 
discussion and is duly reflected in Alcaeus' songs. The tyrant-theme was 
especially uppermost in the circle. Into this milieu Antileon would fit bet
ter than a flayed lion. It would be a more forceful exemplum with which 
to emphasise his argument in the aristocratic circle. The poet wanted to 
emphasise someone's disgraceful behaviour. There was no disgrace in the 
flaying of a lion. That would have been an intrusive idea in the poem's 
thought. Lobel correctly saw the difficulty of the sense and its cohesion 
with the rest of the fragment, as well as the abruptness with which it is 
introduced. 

Of course, no certainty is possible, given the present state of the fragment. 
All we have is the general consideration that for the Greeks the lion was a 
creature evoking positive rather than negative associations, and the more 
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part ir1llar consideration that a flayed lion does not occur in the repertoire 
of' lion-imagery in Greek literature. Judging from the existing evidence, 
Alca('us and his audience knew less about the skinning of a lion than about 
tyrants on their political scene and elsewhere . 
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A NOTE ON DEMOSTHENES DE CORONA 6 OlXctLWC; 

The first sentence in Demosthenes' De Corona 6 reads as follows: ... &~tw 
xal MOll-at n:aV1"WV 0ll-0tWC; v[J.wv &x00crat ll-0U m:pt 1"WV xa1"1Jyop1Jll-€VWV &n:OA
oyov[J.svov otxatwc;, wcrn:Ep ot v0ll-0t XEAE{iOVQ"lV, ... 

At first sight this sentence does not seem to pose any problems: Otxalwc; 
should be taken with &n:OAOYOUll-€VOV, being juxtaposed to it, and one can 
translate as follows: "... I claim and entreat all of you alike to listen to 
my just defence, as the laws demand ... )1 Or: "... I claim and entreat 
all of YOll alike to listen to me while I defend myself in a just (according 
to the law) way, as the laws demand ... " This is the way H. van Looy 
understood the sentence: "... vraag en smeek ik u allen zonder onderscheid, 
mijn rechtvaardige zelfverdediging te aanhoren, zoals de wetten het 
gebieden ... " 1 

Support for this view seems to be found at the point where Demosthenes 
proceeded to the indictment itself, having finished his reply to the charges 
foreign to the indictment (De corona 9-52). In De Corona 56 and 58 he 
described the way he was about to defend himself as otxatwc; &n:OAoy~cro[J.at 
(56) and olXatWC; 1"~V &n:oAoytav Eyvwxa n:otEIcrSat (68). 

But is this, &n:OAoYEtcrSat otxatwc;, what the laws demanded? First of all 
it should be noted that the coupling of otxatWC; with &n:OAoYElcrSat in both 
paragraph 56 and 68 was not accompanied by any reference to what the 
laws demanded. That this was neither the case in the context of paragraph 
6, is confirmed by the reason given by Demosthenes for the institution of 
these particular laws: In all public lawsuits the plaintiff enjoyed an ad

above the defendant for many reasons. The defendant only had 
a chance if the jury would make their decision having listened to his plea 
with the same attitude (impatiality) as they listened to that of the plaintiff: 
. .. 1"& 1"OU ),sYOV1"OC; vcr1"SPOV Otxat' EUVO'(xwc; n:pocrOS~E1"at, xal n:apacrxwv 
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